





















Why Model Based Systems Engineering?
• Spacecraft designers and operation stakeholders create models and 
artifacts of the same system with different processes, tools, and 
representations.  
• These uncoordinated modeling approaches create 
locally successful products but also create a 
communication barrier among the various 
stakeholders (the “Tower of Babel” Effect). 
• The same information is captured multiple 














































































Modeling for Mars Life Support Notional Architecture
• Model Mars Life Support Notional Architecture to support design trades.
– Capture Requirements, Functional Breakdown, and Architecture
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Modeling for Test Support 
(Capturing facility, existing and new technology)
Model the Life Support Test Setup Architecture











Notional Mars Architecture Model









• Use the model to support design trades on key design parameters
– Mass, Power, Thermal etc…
– ConOps Simulations
– CDS example
















































Integrate the Model with Immersive 3D Environment 
HDU SysML Models

















































HESTIA SysML Models 
Reference Input
